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THE ATTACHED TRANSCRIPT WAS TYPED FROM A RECORDING AND NOT 

COPIED FROM AN ORIGINAL SCRIPT.  BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF MISHEARING 

AND THE DIFFICULTY IN SOME CASES OF IDENTIFYING INDIVIDUAL 

SPEAKERS, THE BBC CANNOT VOUCH FOR ITS COMPLETE ACCURACY. 

 

“FILE ON 4” 

 

Transmission:  Tuesday 14th November 2017 

Repeat:  Sunday 19th November 2017 

 

Producer:  Paul Grant 

Reporter:  Adrian Goldberg 

Editor:  Gail Champion 

 

MUSIC 

 

ACTUALITY IN CAR 

 

GOLDBERG: Hello, my name’s Adrian Goldberg.  The surname, in 

case you hadn’t guessed, is Jewish.  My Dad only survived the Holocaust by fleeing Nazi 

Germany on the eve of World War II.  That’s probably why I’ve always been fascinated by 

the Far Right - groups who put race or religion at the heart of their political ideology.  They 

may have changed over the years, but they’ve never gone away.  And this is my journey to 

discover the new face of the Far Right in Britain.   

 

ACTUALITY – CAR DOOR CLOSING 

 

GOLDBERG: First I’ve come to Mold - a pretty town in North Wales 

- to meet Peter Fuller, a former soldier, who was confronted by a shocking sight as he walked 

into this supermarket. 

 

FULLER: It was a peaceful day, just walked in, normal as you 

like, but within seconds I heard, ‘Remember Lee Rigby?’  Within a few paces, I came across 

what I can only describe as a horrific situation - blood smeared across the floor, up the 
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FULLER cont: shelving, and basically I saw an Asian guy on his 

knees, fending off blows from a hammer and a machete that’s primarily used for chopping 

down trees.  It was horrific. 

 

GOLDBERG: Peter became a have a go hero when, in January 2015, 

he jumped in to save the life of a dentist, Dr Sarandev Bhambra, who was the victim of a 

racially motivated attack inside the supermarket, by 26 year old Zack Davies. 

 

FULLER: The guy was saying, ‘White Power,’ and throwing a 

load of racist comments around.  Sarandev just did anything to get away and get out.  I have 

got Sarandev running towards me, his eyes looked full of fear, and he is being chased by this 

guy, machete raised high, hammer in another hand, and it is an image I’ve said many a time, 

but I still see it every night, of the machete dripping blood.  I’ll never get that image out of 

my head.  Sarandev, he literally staggered past and  I just stood  in the aisle, made myself as 

big as possible, looked at Zack, looked him in the eyes and said, ‘This is crazy, you have got 

to stop this.’  He’s like, ‘We are under attack, mate,’ and I said, ‘We are not under attack 

from anyone.’  He said, ‘They are, they are attacking us, they are attacking our women,’ and 

I just remember thinking, he’s got blood spattered on the front of his shirt, he’s just put down 

these weapons that are covered in blood, and he’s openly admitting to me, as calm as you 

like, that he has gone out to kill someone. 

 

GOLDBERG: In the end the police came and took Zack Davies 

away? 

 

FULLER: Once they handcuffed him, he instantly started to kick 

off again.  It was far right slogans, statements, he’s doing it for the whites, White Power, I’m 

doing this for Lee Rigby, and it was literally playing up to the people that were then 

congregated outside the place. 

 

GOLDBERG: Zack Davies attempted to behead his victim, who 

almost lost a hand trying to fend him off.  Dr Bhambra was left with what have been 

described as life changing injuries.  In September 2015, Zack Davies was given a life 

sentence for attempted murder and told he must spend at least 14 years in prison.  Sarandev 

Bhambra spoke outside the court. 
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BHAMBRA: By his own admission, Davies was a man that 

harboured a real hatred for non-whites.  Neo-Nazis and racists like Davies propagate extreme 

violence against non-white UK citizens.  The threat this poses to minorities, in my opinion, is 

not taken seriously. 

 

MUSIC 

 

GOLDBERG: Before he tried to kill Dr Bhambra, Davies 

photographed himself in front of the flag of National Action - a group of neo-Nazi extremists.  

We’ve also seen evidence suggesting he was known to the organisation.  It’s been reported 

that he’d been contacted by Prevent - the Government’s anti-terror programme - although that 

has never been confirmed.  What’s not in doubt is that is that he was active on far right 

websites, using the alias rockerz88.  When others questioned if he was genuine, he took to 

YouTube to defend himself. 

 

EXTRACT FROM YOUTUBE 

 

DAVIES: It has been claimed that I, rockerz88, am not real, 

where I assure you, my good men and one or two women, I am very real. 

 

ACTUALITY OF PROTEST IN NEWCASTLE 

 

MAN [VIA LOUDSPEAKER]: We must secure an existence for our people and a 

future for white children.  [CHEERING]  A war is brewing.  It is inevitable.  We are not the 

ones responsible for instigating it, but we will be the ones fighting ones, and we will fight, as 

our children’s lives depend on it. 

 

GOLDBERG: This is footage from a so-called White Man March in 

Newcastle in 2015, organised by National Action - the group that inspired Zack Davies.  

They were formed two years earlier, and as well as setting up traditional street actions, they 

aspired to create a slicker image for the far right with the clever use of social media.  They 

had praised Thomas Mair, the white supremacist who murdered MP Jo Cox, and they are 

described in official documents as ‘virulently racist and anti-Semitic’.  In December 2016, 
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GOLDBERG cont: they became the first far right extremist group to be 

banned under modern terrorist legislation.  Just last month, two alleged members were 

charged with involvement in a plot to kill Labour MP Rosie Cooper.  Gideon Falter is an 

expert on the far right and Chair of the Campaign Against Anti-Semitism. 

 

FALTER: There was a perception, certainly as I was growing up 

and for the last couple of decades, that the far right is a group of old men in raincoats, sitting 

in some far flung part of the UK, holding a rally amongst themselves and then going to the 

pub afterwards, and not a force to be reckoned with.  But what’s happened is that, as Islamic 

extremism has grown, as arguments around nationalism have grown, the far right has 

managed to rally and you have groups like National Action, where they’re much clearer 

about what they’re talking about and much less afraid of consequences in terms of 

prosecution, for example.  So what they have done is, they have figured out how to 

weaponise their message for the 21st century, they’ve figured out how to be very clear and 

bold about it, how to make that seem attractive to young people, how to use things like social 

media to make them appear exciting and brave.  And there was a parallel in the way that 

National Action operated with the way the Islamist organisations operate - they would 

particularly go for children and people of university age, they would try to get them hooked 

on ideology, they would try to make them feel that they were part of a club, and all they need 

to do is attract a small percentage of young people in order to have a growing and enlarging 

membership. 

 

ACTUALITY IN LONDON 

 

GOLDBERG: Now a new organisation has emerged, promising a 

rebranding of the far right, styling themselves as a more intellectual alternative and, they say, 

without the racism and violence traditionally associated with the movement.  Generation 

Identity it’s called, led by a 28 year old Austrian called Martin Sellner, and they aim to forge 

cross-national links between supporters in the United States and Europe.  I’ve come to meet 

Martin here in London, where he says he’s in the process of setting up a UK branch. 

Martin, hello. 

 

SELLNER: Hi. 
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GOLDBERG: Hello Martin? 

 

SELLNER: Yeah, exactly. 

 

GOLDBERG: Hi.  Adrian Goldberg.  Nice to meet you. 

 

SELLNER: Nice to meet you. 

 

GOLDBERG: How long are you here for? 

 

SELLNER: I’m here so far two days, two more days doing several 

meetings.  Altogether about five days. 

 

GOLDBERG: This summer, Generation Identity hit the headlines 

with their so-called Defend Europe campaign.   

 

ACTUALITY ON BOAT 

 

MAN: …. Coastguard ….. thank you for your cooperation.  

We are on the way to follow your order …. 

 

GOLDBERG: They raised hundreds of thousands of pounds through 

online crowd-funding to hire a ship aimed at disrupting the rescue of migrants in the Med.  

They like their stunts - the day before I met Martin Sellner, he had draped an anti-Islam 

banner across Westminster Bridge, scene of a terrorist attack in March.  Sellner insists he’s 

not racist, but calls himself as an Identitarian.  He’s on a self-appointed mission to reverse 

what he calls the Great Replacement - code for large-scale, non-white immigration.   

 

SELLNER: The Great Replacement is basically the outcome of the 

combination of our low birth rates, of mass immigration, of multiculturalism.  Assimilation, 

integration have failed and we are basically being replaced, so this generation spanning ‘we’, 

that connects you to all these beautiful buildings here, to Richard the Lionheart and that 

makes you able to say, ‘We lost the Battle of Hastings and we won the World Cup in 1966.’   
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SELLNER cont: This ‘we’ is being ruptured and it’s being lost, and we 

see this as a tragedy and an incredible loss for European culture and we want to stop it. 

  

GOLDBERG: I’m not actually entirely part of that ‘we’ myself.  My 

father was a German Jew who had to escape Nazi Germany. 

 

SELLNER: But are you – that’s a question, you know.  

 

GOLDBERG: Well, let me just tell you a little bit more.  And my 

mother is an Irish Catholic emigrant, and my partner is of Pakistani Muslim heritage – was 

born in Pakistan – so our children have German, Jewish, Irish Catholic, Pakistani Muslim 

heritage. Am I a ‘we’ – part of ‘we’? 

 

SELLNER: That’s a question you need to answer, you know, that’s 

the thing.   

 

GOLDBERG: But I just want to explore what you mean then when 

you say ‘our culture, our identity.’  Who is the ‘our’ that you are referring to? 

 

SELLNER: ‘Our’ in my case, is the Austrians and in your case the 

British people; in a bigger spectre it’s the Europeans, you know.  For me, culture is the whole 

ensemble of traditions of a language, of our ethnic and cultural heritage, and we have the 

right to preserve it. 

 

GOLDBERG: And you talk about the Great Replacement then 

jeopardising that culture? 

 

SELLNER: Absolutely.  I was flabbergasted when I went through 

certain parts of London where you really feel like in a foreign city.  The last thing that 

remembers you of British culture is the architecture, but everything in the stores, you have 

Arab signs, you have people of Arab descent walking around, talking their own language.  

This really just is a cultural replacement that’s taking place. 

 

GOLDBERG: Do you advocate violence to achieve your ends? 
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SELLNER: Not at all.  It’s one of the basic principles of our 

movement, that we only want to use a non-violent resistance, because our real opponents are 

also not immigrants, you know.  They are also like chess figures of this process of 

globalisation.  Our real opponents are the multiculturalists and intellectual elites in a country 

who have given up a democratic debate, creating one hate speech law after another.  Those 

are our enemies and we will face them on the streets and even on their buildings. 

 

MUSIC 

 

GOLDBERG: We asked Martin Sellner to introduce us to some of 

Generation Identity’s UK supporters.  Only one turned up - an activist we’ve since identified 

as Jordan Diamond.  Here he is, talking to Brittany Pettibone, a far right YouTuber from the 

United States. 

 

EXTRACT FROM VIDEO 

 

DIAMOND: So I’m 23 years old, I’m from Liverpool in the United 

Kingdom, so for any of the American viewers following Brittany, I do apologise in advance 

for my accent.  If it’s too hard to understand, I’m sure Brittany will put some subtitles on for 

you. 

 

GOLDBERG: Jordan says he first noticed Generation Identity during 

their Defend Europe stunt and contacted them via Facebook. He talks here about the need to 

mobilise the 99ers - young people born since the Millennium - to protect their white heritage.   

 

PETTIBONE: What has motivated you to be courageous, to show 

your face, to give your name and to actually go out there? 

 

DIAMOND: I like to think of it that we’re all in the trenches 

together and we all need to start running over into no man’s land and taking a stand to the 

opposition, because the war is here, you know, and the Government aren’t doing it to protect 

us, they’re not here.  And also we’ve not got much time.  When the 99ers turn thirty, our fate 

will be sealed and it’s down to our generation to make some change. 
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GOLDBERG: Although Jordan Diamond was praised there for his 

courage in showing his face and giving his name, when we met him with Martin Sellner, he 

used an alias, refused to be photographed and wouldn’t talk on the record.  That ‘brave’ 

YouTube interview has now been taken down.   

 

ACTUALITY OUTSIDE PUB 

 

EBNER: So we’re now standing in the front of a traditional 

British pub in the heart of Mayfair, where the Generation Identity members gathered in the 

back room of that pub.  

 

GOLDBERG: How many of them were here? 

 

EBNER: There were about, I would say, 25 members from 

across Europe really.  A few of them were very old members of Generation Identity 

offshoots.  Others were very new British members and there were also some prominent 

extreme right figures from the UK. 

  

GOLDBERG: Julia Ebner is a researcher at the Institute of Strategic 

Dialogue - a counter-extremist think tank.  She went undercover to discover the truth about 

Generation Identity.  After spending several months cultivating the group online, by posing 

as a student who supported Austria’s far right Freedom Party, she travelled to Vienna to meet 

one of Generation Identity’s leaders, and was then invited to a strategy meeting in London 

last month with Martin Sellner. 

 

EBNER: So the strategy is very much to fill a niche that they 

spotted in the UK between the kind of traditional street protest movements that no longer 

really have any traction among the public, and the very extreme fringe movement - the 

openly neo-Nazi movement and the ones that were now banned, of course, so they spotted a 

potential to fill this gap.  And their goal is really to portray themselves as politically 

completely acceptable in terms of not being overtly racist, not being overtly anti-Semitic, 

because this is strategically how they perceive that’s the right route for them to mainstream 

their ideologies. 
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GOLDBERG: Did you hear anybody at the meeting express openly 

racist or anti-Semitic views? 

 

EBNER: In general, from our monitoring, there are a lot of 

conversations that go into anti-Semitic conspiracy theories that are racist.  Also, they do 

admit that they believe in genetic differences according to race, so they are definitely racialist 

in that sense.  There was one statement by Martin Sellner where he said, ‘Every time has its 

own question.’  He understands that there was a Jewish question in the 1920s because of the 

mass immigration, as he said, during that time, and he thinks that today there is an Islamic 

question. 

 

GOLDBERG: In the past, Martin Sellner was photographed in the 

company of a fellow Austrian who was jailed for 9 years for neo-Nazi activities.  But he bats 

away any suggestion of guilt by association and denies that he’s an extremist.  Julia Ebner 

says that just as Sellner has tried to reinvent himself, so his organisation is trying to rebrand 

the far right in Europe and the UK.  He wants to make it cool and reach out to younger people 

who weren’t previously linked to far right parties. 

 

EBNER: Their members were quite diverse, many of them 

young, very educated, often students, but some of them were working as well.  They also had 

a few slightly older members, but those, for example, wouldn’t be allowed to be the public 

facing leaders, because they want someone young, hip, handsome. 

  

GOLDBERG: That’s got to be a requirement for the leader of 

Generation Identity in the UK – hip, young, handsome? 

 

EBNER: Yeah, exactly.  They have very clear guidelines on how 

they should portray themselves, to even have lectures on how they should respond to media 

requests or specific questions about anti-Semitism, about racism.  So they almost get a 

training for that, to be appealing to the masses and especially to young people. 

 

GOLDBERG: When Julia’s undercover role was exposed, she was 

targeted online by extremists, who subjected her to death threats.  The strategy that she 

uncovered - the far right becoming much more image conscious and trying to forge  
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GOLDBERG cont: international bonds via social media - is one that 

concerns Richard Walton, the former Head of Counter-Terrorism for the Metropolitan Police. 

 

WALTON: Social media is absolutely critical to the nature of the 

far right.  Social media, of course, allows groups now to join up across the globe more 

effectively and more quickly and to ferment extremist narratives, and of course it’s much 

more easy now for an extremist to find somebody like that person with the same, if you like, 

perverted ideology, posing a more significant and serious long term threat. 

 

GOLDBERG: How difficult is it though, from a policing point of 

view, to keep track of social media, bearing in mind that social media operates across 

national borders, you may have encrypted messaging services and so on?  It strikes me it 

must be extremely difficult for the forces of law and order. 

  

WALTON: It is getting more difficult and I guess it’s going to get 

worse.  The phrase is, ‘It’s going dark out there’. 

 

GOLDBERG: Seriously? That is a phrase that fellow officers would 

use? 

  

WALTON: Well, that is a phrase that the Director of the FBI used 

in terms of his ability to cover and to intercept communications across the world from 

terrorist organisations.  He said, ‘It is going dark,’ and I think that is a phrase that those who 

are in this, in the law enforcement community are very familiar with. 

 

GOLDBERG: So how widespread is the problem?  Figures for 

2015/16 published by the Home Office last week show that 7,631 people were referred to the 

police under the Government’s anti-terrorism strategy - called Prevent - and around one in ten 

of these came from the far right.  But of the much smaller number - just 381 - who were 

deemed to be in need of specialist help to become de-radicalised, one in four were far right 

supporters.  Ben Wallace is the Security Minister. 
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WALLACE: Well, I think the worrying thing is that the far right 

threat is growing and that’s mainly because they are using the same methods of Daesh and 

the other extremist groups by grooming online, and at the same time the internet is now the 

tool that can publish effectively the recipe book of how to make a bomb or how to make a 

gun.  Often we find the far right, when we do searches, have copied or are in possession of 

extremist Islamist material, but they’ve used it to teach themselves how to make weapons etc 

as well. 

 

GOLDBERG: Does Prevent actually catch, though, the people who 

are the greatest danger?  We’ve spoken to a man who intervened in an attack by Zack Davies 

in Mold in North Wales.  Zack Davies had posed online in front of the flag of National 

Action.  It’s thought that he’d been contacted by Prevent prior to the attack, but clearly he 

wasn’t de-radicalised.  Likewise Thomas Mair - the man who killed Jo Cox, the MP - appears 

to have been inspired by the far right, but Prevent didn’t prevent him. 

 

WALLACE: Well, it’s not going to prevent everyone.  It’s not going 

to catch everyone, because it isn’t a mass surveillance or anything else that people allege it is. 

But it has - and these figures show - helped 350 people, of which nearly a hundred were of 

the far right.  It has stopped hundreds of people, who we were really concerned were on a 

path to using violent extremism against people in our communities. So that’s 350 people that 

could be right now plotting against our communities.  

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

GOLDBERG: But do the Government’s figures reflect the true scale 

of far right activism in the UK?  Far from it.  We’ve had exclusive access to research led by 

Jacob Davey at the counter-terrorism think tank, the Institute for Strategic Dialogue. 

 

DAVEY: What we did was we examined 162 public Facebook 

pages associated with the extreme right, so this would be regional extreme right street protest 

movements over to fake news pages over to openly fascistic organisations, and what we did 

was we gathered user interaction relating to these pages and we found that there were over 

40,000 people in the UK regularly, regularly interacting with these pages.   
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GOLDBERG: How many people would you say were involved in 

using hateful language on these websites? 

 

DAVEY: So, using hateful language on these Facebook pages, 

we identified several thousand individuals out of that 40,000.   

 

GOLDBERG: The ISD aren’t just interested in researching the scale 

of the far right though - they also want to challenge it.  Having used software to identify the 

individuals who used the most aggressive language, they then opened a dialogue with 454 of 

them through Facebook Messenger. 

 

DAVEY: So what we looked for at the sort of upper end was 

instances of violent language, so whether or not it’s an expression to commit, intent to 

commit violence against an out-group or instances suggesting that violence should be 

targeted at these people, so some of the crudest, some of the most racist, but also some of the 

most violent. 

 

GOLDBERG: We’re looking at a page here.  This person is a man 

and they live in the north east of England.  In this case, fifteen violent comments have been 

made.  The kinds of things that they’re saying, I’ll just read this top line here, with apologies 

to anyone who might be offended by this – one of their comments was, ‘We should kill them 

all, disgusting Muslims.’  So these are people who you are engaging with, who are at the very 

extreme of the law in terms of what they’re saying. 

 

DAVEY: Absolutely, yes.  We think that there is an opportunity 

to reach out to these individuals, to engage them in a dialogue about the potential harmful 

effects there are and to really try and get them to think about the world from an alternate 

point of way. 

  

GOLDBERG: The ISD say that more than six out of ten of the people 

they contacted responded positively to their online intervention, and they believe this could 

provide a model for a larger scale response to the growth of online far right extremism.  But 

hey - why get worked up about a bunch of bloggers and vloggers and tweeters?  Does what 
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GOLDBERG cont: they say online really make any impact in the real 

world?  Richard Walton, former Head of Counter Terrorism at the Metropolitan Police, has 

no doubt. 

 

WALTON: Absolutely, yes, there is a strong link by the far right 

narratives and then what happens sometimes on the streets in terms of violence.  The far right 

uses radicalising narratives just the same way as some of the most extreme imams use it to 

further some of the most extremist Islamic narratives.  It is a very similar phenomenon, if you 

like.  And there are ways, of course, of encouraging and inciting violence without actually 

crossing the boundary in law.  It is very difficult sometimes to evidence that someone has 

actually been inciting violence by the words that you then have to write on the page, but 

everyone knows that the way it was delivered, the charismatic way that it was delivered and 

some of the words that were used meant that violence was being inspired.  So words that are 

used result in violence being carried out on the streets. 

 

ACTUALITY IN ROTHERHAM 

 

GOLDBERG: And online, one of the key messages of the far right is 

the supposed incompatibility of Islam with Western values – and that’s a view that has 

moved from the web and onto the streets here in Rotherham.  

 

ACTUALITY OF EDL MARCH – PEOPLE CHANTING ‘EDL!’ 

 

GOLDBERG: The context here is that, in 2014, Professor Alexis Jay 

published a report detailing horrific long term abuse of children in the town by British men of 

Pakistani heritage.  In the 14 months afterwards, 14 demonstrations were held by far right 

groups, and innocent Muslims were caught up in the backlash of the grooming scandal.  

There was another demo earlier this year.  In 2015, 81 year old Mushin Ahmed was beaten 

and kicked to death whilst on his way to mosque by two men.  During the attack, he was 

called a groomer, just because he was Asian. 

 

ACTUALITY ON WELLGATE 
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MURTUJA: Today I’ve brought you to Wellgate.  This is where we 

actually witnessed a number of EDL marches, groups like the English Defence League, 

Britain First, Church of Ku Klux Klan.  We’ve even seen a reincarnation of the National 

Front here.   

 

GOLDBERG: My guide around Rotherham is Nadeem Murtuja - 

from race equality group, Just Yorkshire. 

 

MURTUJA: It’s a town which has been completely submerged with 

this far right movement and it’s a town which has experienced incredible tensions.  It’s a 

town where an 81 year old chap was murdered, it’s a town where racist Islamophobia, hate 

crimes tensions are at an all-time high. 

 

GOLDBERG: On the face of it, this looks like a very peaceable, easy-

going northern town. 

 

MURTUJA: Absolutely does.  You know, it seems like a perfectly 

healthy town, it seems as if communities potentially interact, but those interactions have 

changed quite significantly.  You now have situations where people, if they call for a taxi, 

they’ll ask for a white taxi driver, because there is this breakdown of trust between the South 

Asian community and the broader white community. 

 

GOLDBERG: People might say if there is a scandal like the child 

grooming scandal, we have to be able to discuss that openly. 

 

MURTUJA: We’re all there for open debate, but let’s be very clear 

– since the post child sexual exploitation scandal here in Rotherham, the far right want to 

actually come into town, they want to kind of like really drive this very nationalist, ratchet 

this real ideology up, and, you know, this CSE scandal almost gave them a justifiable 

purpose, and it’s taken a grip of towns like Rotherham.  You can feel how relationships are 

infected.  There’s a real palpable anger amongst both sides of the community. 

 

ACTUALITY AT PETROL STATION 
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GOLDBERG: I’ve come now to a petrol station next to a busy dual 

carriageway just outside Rotherham town centre, and it’s here that Ismail, a Yorkshireman 

born and bred - and a Muslim as well - was viciously attacked in February of last year.  

Ismail is afraid of repercussions so he doesn’t want us to use his surname. 

 

ISMAIL: I just heard a racist comment.  Soon as I turned around, 

I just got attacked by this white male, he started punching me.  The other male attacked me 

from behind.  All I’ve seen is a big massive blade in the guy’s hand.  I thought, I’ll try to stop 

him, but instead of catching the knife, he just chopped my finger straight off, and that’s when 

I collapsed on the floor.  While they’re beating me up, they’re coming out with all these racist 

comments – ‘You grooming bastards, you Paki bastards, go back to your own country, you 

bastards.’  I’ll be honest with you, I’ll wake up, I’ll wake up with them languages in my ear 

every morning from that night. 

 

GOLDBERG: As you’re sitting there chatting to me, Ismail, I can see 

that you’re just feeling the stump of your little finger on your right hand.  That’s where your 

finger was chopped off? 

 

ISMAIL: Chopped off, yeah.  It’s affected me a lot since it’s 

been chopped off, it’s like my hand’s not my hand no more.  I ask myself, why me?  I don’t 

like going out no more, because there’s a fear, plus the racism.  It’s not the Rotherham what I 

were born in.  This EDL what’s been coming, causing a lot of trouble, do what they want to 

do and they divide us – that’s all they’re doing is dividing us and causing hatred in our town. 

 

GOLDBERG: Eighteen months after the attack, no one has been 

charged.  So you have Ismail of immigrant stock, born in Yorkshire, proud to call himself 

British.  A Muslim and a victim of racism.  Then there are people like Martin Sellner, the 

face of the new far right, who disavows violence, but who sees people like Ismail as part of 

what he calls the Great Replacement.   

  

SELLNER: If you look at the demographic dynamics - for 

example, Vienna will soon have a Muslim majority among the youth.  So I think 

demographically speaking, for the majority this is the last chance we have to turn this round 

and to save our democracy before it gets eaten up by demography. 
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GOLDBERG: If people are Muslim in Britain, they may well have a 

British culture through having been born in this country or through their parents or 

grandparents having been born in this country. 

 

SELLNER: They may.  That’s the thing.  They may have, and I 

think in single cases, you know, it also really works.  It’s about the numbers, you know.  I 

think we need a policy of de-assimilation and re-migration on Europe by banning, for 

example, burkas, minarets, by banning preaching in foreign languages. 

 

GOLDBERG: So you would ban minarets completely? 

 

SELLNER: I think minarets and burkas, they don’t fit into our 

culture, into our public space.  We have the right to preserve our culture and Europe as a 

Christian faith. 

  

GOLDBERG: So you would ban the burka, you would ban minarets, 

you would outlaw preaching in Arabic, which would effectively mean that Islam couldn’t be 

practised in Western Europe? 

 

SELLNER: It could be practised, but in a different form, in a form 

… 

  

GOLDBERG: Not in the form that most Muslims would wish it to be 

practised? 

 

SELLNER: Yeah, but I think that this is a completely reasonable 

demand. 

 

GOLDBERG: But the things that you’ve said about Muslims to me, 

that essentially the vast majority of them are not compatible in their thinking with Western 

values, that they are essentially just different from us, not appropriate to be included within 

Western society – that’s the kind of thing I imagine the Nazis said about the Jews in the 

1930s. 
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SELLNER: No, it’s completely different because ... 

 

GOLDBERG: Is it really? 

 

SELLNER: Absolutely, because the thing is, it’s about difference 

and I think that that’s ... 

 

GOLDBERG: But that’s exactly what the Nazis said about the Jews. 

 

SELLNER: No, no, not at all.  You know, what they said about the 

Jews was that they were inferior and basically like a plague, they need to be exterminated.  I 

would never say this about Muslims or other cultures.  

 

GOLDBERG: We’ve spoken to people who say that the frequency 

with which people speak out, particularly against Muslims, legitimises violence, encourages 

them to commit acts of violence – some quite horrific acts of violence.  What would you say 

about that? 

 

SELLNER: I think that’s absolutely horrible, I’m completely 

against this.  I think violence should never be a form of political discourse and political 

debate, and that’s why I think it’s so important that we have movements like Generation 

Identity, because we actually see the justified anger and frustration in the eyes of the 

population.  We’re going to show them a way to turn it into a real effective, democratic, 

political protest. 

 

MUSIC  

 

GOLDBERG: And that approach is gaining traction, not just on the 

fringes of politics, but in the mainstream.  Taking their cue from the Alt Right, who helped 

mobilise support for Donald Trump online in the States, in Sellner’s home country, Austria, 

the Identitarians helped the right wing Freedom Party win the first round of the presidential 

elections this year, before they finally lost in a run-off to the Greens.  And in Germany in 

September, the AFD - an anti-immigration, anti-Islam party - entered Parliament for the first 

time, winning 90 seats. 
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ACTUALITY OF DRILLING 

 

ISSLER: I’ve been here eleven years.  I took over eleven years 

ago, so it’s been going for a long time.  There’s been a kosher restaurant here since 1956. 

 

GOLDBERG: Meanwhile as the far right stokes up Islamophobia, 

what about their traditional target - the Jews?  Well, I’ve come to meet Michael Issler now in 

Prestwich, Greater Manchester, and Michael is the owner of a kosher restaurant that was 

firebombed in June.   

 

ISSLER: Right, now we’re coming into the takeaway area and 

this is where the actual firebombing took place.  See from over here on the side, where all the 

main scorching on the wall is over there and the window smashed out, so basically the guy 

smashed out the window and then sprayed fuel inside and then just lit it and it exploded. 

 

GOLDBERG: If you look over by the window, I mean, it’s really very 

badly scorched, isn’t it? 

 

ISSLER: Very badly scorched, yes.  Thankfully we were really, 

really lucky that our next door neighbour heard the banging and the explosion and they called 

the fire brigade.  The fire brigade were here within about nine minutes, ten minutes of it 

actually happening, so it didn’t get a chance to really take hold, otherwise it could have been 

a completely different story.  We wouldn’t be refurbishing, it’d be more like rebuilding. 

 

GOLDBERG: This was a determined attack? 

 

ISSLER: Yes, very much so.  From the CCTV footage that we 

had, the guy tried getting in and he wasn’t giving up.  Three nights earlier there’s another 

kosher restaurant around the corner that had something very similar – someone tried 

smashing the windows, fuel thrown through the windows.  Two kosher restaurants in such a 

close vicinity - that’s why the police are saying there’s a possibility of it being anti-Semitic.  

Someone’s really made an effort to come in here and do this. 
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GOLDBERG: So far no one has been brought to justice for the attack 

on Michael’s restaurant or indeed the other kosher restaurant in Prestwich which was 

attacked, and police have told us they are being investigated as linked, anti-Semitic hate 

crimes.  This is a place with a visible Orthodox Jewish community, and given my family 

history, it is faintly depressing to hear people around here refer to the almost routine low-

level anti-Semitism they experience, not to mention the more organised violence inspired by 

far right ideology.  Government figures give us an insight into the hotspots of far right 

radicalisation.  The North East of England accounted for one in every five referrals to the 

anti-terror programme, Prevent, while London is another area of significant concern. So is the 

Government targeting the most vulnerable areas?  Ben Wallace is the Security Minister. 

 

WALLACE: Yes, and we do.  We focus on a number of priority 

areas, I’ll call it, and we make sure we help enhance the integration and the programmes in 

Prevent delivered by local authorities and community groups, because we recognise exactly 

as you say that there is a potential for a critical mass, or a group of very persuasive 

individuals to turn parts of the community. 

 

GOLDBERG:  Do you think we’ve underestimated the scale of far 

right extremism in this country?  We’ve been speaking to the Institute for Strategic Dialogue 

and their research of more than 160 far right websites suggests that there are 40,000 people 

who have interacted with those websites, of which many thousands have been involved in 

using hateful or extreme language. 

 

WALLACE: I think what all governments across the world are 

struggling with is that the internet accelerates things very, very quickly - it gives momentum 

to causes and methods far quicker than we’ve ever been used to.  Not all extremists become 

terrorists, but all terrorists are extremists. And I think that’s the challenge which we have, is 

extremist language, hate, support of violence or indeed the acceptance of violence ultimately 

leads to some people thinking it’s permissive and okay to do it. 

 

MUSIC 
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GOLDBERG: So what are we to make of the new groups promoting 

far right ideology and targeting youngsters through social media – of organisations like 

Generation Identity and their switched on, street smart leader, Martin Sellner?  No one is 

suggesting that they’ll be a mainstream political force in Britain anytime soon, but their 

online presence - and influence – does seem to be growing.  And while Sellner himself says 

he opposes violence, all the evidence suggests that the language of the far right and the 

people they identify as problematic may make other others see their neighbours as enemies. 

Gideon Falter, Chair of the Campaign Against Anti-Semitism warns that we ignore the far 

right at our peril. 

 

FALTER: I think that one of the things that should worry us is the 

way that the far right has managed to hit nerves in ways it never was able to before. We’ve 

got to be very worried about people like that gaining currency in Britain.  Issues such as 

Islamic extremism – it’s an urgent priority for the country to look at it, but we mustn’t allow 

the far right to also use this as a rallying point.  We know very well from history, if the far 

right is not addressed very, very firmly now, it becomes a big problem later down the line.   


